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a loaf of bread

Matilda made a loaf of bread.
the little rabbit waited for his friend
Ben he waited and he waited the
little rabbit began to worry where
could Ben be
There were three bowls of porridge and they all smelt delicious.
She tried the porridge in the first bowl but it was too hot.
We can eat the porridge now or we can go for a walk.

We should not be long or the porridge will get cold.

Do you like porridge hot or cold?
I open the door. I jump over the cat. I dash down the road. I climb over the fence. I turn the corner and I bump into the postman.
He runs down the road. He takes a left turn. He goes into the park. He is tired. He sees a bench. He has a rest. He falls asleep.
Tigers live in forests in Asia.

Pandas eat bamboo.

Elephants are huge.

The tortoise has a hard shell.

Whales can hold their breath for a long time.
The cow jumped over the moon.
Why did the cow jump over the moon?
How did the cow jump over the moon?
Did the cow jump over the moon?
Can a cow jump over the moon?
Queen: What’s the matter?
King: Someone has stolen my gold coins.
Queen: What a shame that is! How sad you are!
Note for Cinderella

Clean the grate.
Make the fire.
Polish the silver.
Wash all the dishes.
Don’t stop for a rest.
The dog barked at the bus and made a man fall off his bike. Then the dog chased a police car past the bank and the post office and round the corner.
Once there was a farmer who lived in a cottage by a stream.

Once there was a poor farmer who lived in a rundown cottage by a little stream.
Prince Herman was a **careful** prince.

Prince Edgar was a **careless** prince.
George the giant was strong.

Jude the giant was stronger.

Jed was the strongest giant of all.
The lion sniffed the air and he licked his lips.

The lion sniffed the air because he could smell food.

The lion sniffed the air when he woke up.
Dad said my sunflower will grow if I water it every day.

I hope that my sunflower will grow really tall.
As the daylight began to fade, a bluebird and a grasshopper met on the footpath near the old windmill.
The little elephant squirted water over the lion, the monkey, the rhino and the snake.

The animals were cold, wet and very angry.
I am sitting by the door. I am waiting for my mum.

Amit is standing by the coat hooks. He is putting on his coat.

The twins are gazing out of the window. They are looking for their dad.
It is raining. James is reading. Alfie is playing with his car. Katie and Beth are drawing pictures.
She crept **quietly** into the kitchen. She **carefully** lifted the key from the hook and opened the back door **slowly**. She called **softly** into the moonlight.
Mr Hodges was *kind*. 
He spoke *kindly* to everyone.
Alex: (feeling his way) I am coming but it is dark in here. I cannot see the way. Ouch! Now I have stubbed my toe. Do not laugh at me.
Cinderella  bowl of porridge
Baby Bear  sack of gold
the giant  glass slipper
The painter read the statement from the king and his heart was filled with sadness.
I met a **boy** and his **brother** outside the **school**.

I met **Adam Smith** and his brother **Jamie** outside **Hill Street School**.
The autumn sky is grey.
The bird has flown away.
The morning feels cold.
The tree is turning gold.
Leo went to the park last Saturday. He met his friends and they play football all afternoon.
Which jumper would you like?
the green jumper
the large, blue jumper
the red jumper with the stars
My dog is called Archie. He is a collie dog. He likes to run around outside. He does not like having a bath. I take Archie for a walk every day. He needs lots of exercise.